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We show that noncontact atomic force microscopy (AFM) is sensitive to the local stiffness in the atomic-
scale limit on weakly coupled 2D materials, as graphene on metals. Our large amplitude AFM topography
and dissipation images under ultrahigh vacuum and low temperature resolve the atomic and moiré patterns
in graphene on Pt(111), despite its extremely low geometric corrugation. The imaging mechanisms are
identified with a multiscale model based on density-functional theory calculations, where the energy cost of
global and local deformations of graphene competes with short-range chemical and long-range van der
Waals interactions. Atomic contrast is related with short-range tip-sample interactions, while the
dissipation can be understood in terms of global deformations in the weakly coupled graphene layer.
Remarkably, the observed moiré modulation is linked with the subtle variations of the local interplanar
graphene-substrate interaction, opening a new route to explore the local mechanical properties of 2D
materials at the atomic scale.
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Atomic force microscopy (AFM) and scanning tunneling
microscopy (STM) are tools of choice for characterizing
the unique mechanical and electronic properties of gra-
phene (G) and other 2D materials. Dynamic AFM [1] in the
frequency modulation (FM) mode [2] has resolved the true
geometric structure of a broad range of materials [3–5]. FM
AFM experiments on carbon-based materials [6–13] show
atomic contrast in Δf images and, depending on the setup,
in the dissipation channel. While the origin of the dis-
sipation is not well understood, the Δf contrast has been
linked with the nature of the tip-sample interaction [14].
G properties can be efficiently tuned by the interaction
with metals [15,16]. The interaction strength varies widely
from the strong coupling with Rh [17,18] and Ru [19] to the
weak limit (Ir [20], Pt [21]), where G retains its unique
electronic properties [22]. The different lattice parameters
of G and the metal underneath are accommodated through
the formation of commensurate structures known as moiré
patterns, where C atoms become inequivalent due to their
different bonding configuration with the metal. The result-
ing “true” topographic corrugation of G—the difference in
height among the topmost and the bottom C atom—varies
widely, even in the weakly interacting cases, where it
ranges from ≈50 pm on Ir [23,24] to practically flat
(≤ 3 pm) on Pt [21].
While STM can easily resolve these moiré patterns, even
in the G=Pt case [21,25], AFM experiments have only been
reported in highly corrugated cases as Ru [26], Rh [27], and
Ir [12,28]. Focusing on the most challenging case, G=Ir,
experiments with a Kolibri sensor using a W tip clearly
resolved the moiré in constant height (CH) AFM images
[28]. Measurements with a tuning fork using both inert
(CO-terminated) and reactive (Ir-terminated) tips [12] were
able to identify the atoms with both tips at any tip-sample
distance. This atomic-scale resolution allowed the obser-
vation of an inversion from attractive to repulsive atomic
contrast with decreasing tip-sample distance predicted
theoretically for reactive tips [14]. Except for graphite
[9,10], atomic resolution in weakly coupled G-based
materials using cantilever AFM with large oscillation
amplitudes has not been reported.
The origin of the moiré contrast in G=Ir was explored
with experimental Δf vs distance curves on the atop
(highest) and fcc (lowest) areas [28]. These curves have
minima that differ by ∼20% and are displaced by ∼1 Å.
Density-functional theory (DFT) calculations with a five-
atom W tip that do not include any atomic relaxations
provide very similar interaction energy curves that are only
shifted by 0.40 Å. Based on this comparison, the CH AFM
contrast was attributed to differences in height and inter-
action strength (not captured by the simulations) for those
areas [28].
According to the previous analysis, the quasiflat
G=Ptð111Þ poses an insurmountable challenge for AFM
imaging. In the absence of a large topographic corrugation,
we have to resort to subtle differences in the electronic and
mechanical properties of the individual C atoms induced by
the different interaction with the metal substrate. STM on
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G=Ptð111Þ has resolved several moiré patterns [25], whose
large apparent corrugation arises from a purely electronic
effect [21]. On the mechanical side, AFM has been
extensively used to explore the local mechanical properties
of materials [29,30] but with lateral resolutions up to the
nanometer scale [26,31].
Here we show that large amplitude FM AFM is not only
able to achieve atomic resolution on both the Δf and
dissipation channels but also to resolve the moiré in
G=Ptð111Þ. The identification of the contrast mechanisms
requires the development of a multiscale model based on
DFT calculations that takes into account both the global
and local deformations in G induced by the short-range
chemical and long-range van der Waals (vdW) interactions.
Atomic contrast is related with short-range tip-sample
interactions, while dissipation is linked to global deforma-
tions of the G layer. Atom-by-atom stiffness differences
due to variations in the coupling with the metal are
responsible for the moiré pattern observed both in the
attractive and repulsive regimes, showing that AFM is able
to map the mechanical properties of 2D materials at the
atomic scale.
Figure 1 shows typical images measured on G=Ptð111Þ
with a homemade ultra-high-vacuum NC AFM operated at
5 K with PtIr-coated Si tip cantilevers using large oscil-
lation amplitudes. They are measured at two distinct Δf on
the same region by using the second-pass method [32].
Both images display not only atomic resolution but also a
periodic modulation corresponding to a 3 × 3 moiré. The
atomic-scale features have a honeycomb appearance at low
Δf [Fig. 1(b)] or a simple triangular lattice, with bright
protrusions corresponding to the center of the hexagons, at
high Δf [Fig. 1(a)]. The low (high) Δf corresponds to a
cantilever oscillating far (close) from the surface. This
atomic contrast behavior on G could be expected for
metallic reactive tips [14]. Strikingly, in both cases, the
images show the 3 × 3 moiré induced by the Pt(111)
substrate. We have measured the dissipation signal [35]
simultaneously to the topography [Figs. 1(c) and 1(d)].
Physically, dissipation indicates a hysteresis in the
approach and retraction tip path due to nonconservative
tip-sample interactions [36,37]. Although both dissipation
images show atomic-scale features, no changes upon tip
approach are observed.
We have fully characterized the tip-sample interaction by
2Dmapping measurements (Fig. 2). In the 2Dmapping, the
Δf [Fig. 2(b)] and dissipation signal [Fig. 2(c)] along a
selected line [dashed yellow in Fig. 2(a)] are measured at
different tip-sample distances. We have plotted the Δf and
dissipation vs distance on a topography maximum (red
plot) and on a minimum (blue plot). For large tip-sample
distances (Z > 0.55 nm), there is no apparent difference
between the red and blue plots either in the Δf curves (no
contrast in topographic images) or in the dissipation.
Getting closer to the surface, at Z ¼ 0.55 nm, the
FIG. 1. 3 × 3 nm2 NC AFM simultaneously acquired images
on G=Ptð111Þ. (a),(b) show topography images at Δf ¼ −72 Hz
and Δf ¼ −62 Hz. The 3 × 3 moiré pattern is marked in (a). The
corresponding dissipation images are shown in (c) and (d).
Parameters: A ¼ 20 nm; Vbias ¼ 0 V. All data were acquired
with WSXM [38].
FIG. 2. (a) 3 × 3 nm2 topographic image acquired at
Δf ¼ −73 Hz, A ¼ 20 nm, Vbias ¼ 0 V. Two-dimensional plots
of (b) Δf and (c) energy dissipation measured along the mapping
line shown in (a) while varying the tip-sample distance are
displayed. Maximum (red) and minimum (blue) in the 2D
mapping correspond to maximum and minimum in the topo-
graphic image.
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dissipation energy increases abruptly up to a plateau
≈0.8 eV=cycle. At this point, atomic features with honey-
comb symmetry can be distinguished both in the Δf and
dissipation images. As the tip-sample distance decreases, the
relative corrugation of the dissipation between the hollow
and top position stabilizes at less than 0.05 eV=cycle. In
contrast, Δf slowly inverts its trend. When Z ¼ 0.20 nm,
Δf over the hollow position becomes more negative result-
ing in atomic features with triangular symmetry. Dissipation
measurements were reproduced using several cantilevers and
tips in order to assess the negligible influence of instrumental
artifacts due to transfer function effects [39]. More details
can be found in Ref. [32].
We have combined DFT calculations with a simple
multiscale model to rationalize the experimental findings.
We have performed the DFT simulations using the
OPENMX code [40] with a double-zeta polarized basis
set and the Perdew-Burke-Emzerhof functional [41] sup-
plemented by vdW interactions described using the density
functional dispersion correction approach (DFT-D3) [42].
Figure 3(a) shows the relaxed 6 × 6 super cell (14.85,
14.85, and 30 Å) used in the calculations with a color scale
that indicates the relative heights of the C atoms. The G
layer adheres at 3.35 Å on top of the Pt substrate and
remains very flat: the difference in height between the
highest C atom and the lowest is ≈2.5 pm.
Force versus tip-G distance (zt) [43] curves calculated
with a ten-atom Pt tip and including the tip and sample
relaxations (see Ref. [32] for details) are shown in Fig. 3(b).
Forces on top of C atoms (top sites) and on the center of
G hexagons (hollow sites) are indistinguishable for
zt > 3.75 Å. Below this distance, atomic contrast is
obtained and two contrast regimes can be appreciated.
First, the forces on the top sites are more attractive than on
hollow sites, and at 2.6 Å a change of contrast results in
hollow sites being more attractive. Contrast on the moiré
superstructure should yield differences on the forces
between the top sites. However, for zt > 2.25 Å, the force
versus distance curves of all top sites are indistinguishable
[Fig. 3(b)]. Moreover, dissipation cannot be explained, as
no significant difference in the force profile is obtained
when comparing the approach and retraction curves.
Although in the attractive regime, DFT calculations do
not exhibit moiré contrast, this changes for zt ≤ 2.25 Å: the
atomic contrast is dominated by the Pauli repulsion and the
interaction becomes repulsive [Fig. 3(c)]. In this regime,
the contrast between a top site in the low and high areas of
the moiré can be appreciated. When removing the G layer
and repeating the calculations only with the Pt substrate, the
difference between different sites of the moiré disappears.
This shows that the moiré contrast is not due to the direct
tip-Pt substrate interaction but to the effect that the substrate
has on G when indenting the tip. This view is supported by
calculations in which the C atoms are kept fixed: these yield
no contrast between force curves of different top (or
hollow) sites of the moiré. When examining the ionic
relaxation [32], it is apparent that in this regime, upon tip
approach, the distance between the outermost apex atom of
the tip and the G is only slightly varying. However, the
local G-Pt substrate distance changes. The deformation of
the G induced by the tip is so large that the displaced C
atoms are able to sense the Pt substrate: a Pt top site on the
topographic low area of the moiré and a Pt hollow on the
high area. This interaction changes the local stiffness of
the C atoms that now depends on its location with respect to
the Pt substrate. These differences are sensed by the tip
while in the repulsive regime and yield the moiré pattern
contrast. Consequently, this shows the possibility of
obtaining atomic subsurface resolution on G on weakly
coupled substrates with the AFM.
Our DFT calculations explain the atomic contrast, its
inversion, and the moiré contrast in the repulsive regime.
However, they fail to reproduce the moiré contrast in the
attractive regime and the dissipation in the experiments. It
FIG. 3. (a) DFT relaxed G=Ptð111Þ structure highlighting the
low and high moiré areas and the small corrugation. (b) Force vs
distance curves in the attractive regime for the four sites marked
in (a): top low (solid blue), top high (solid red), hollow low
(dashed blue), and hollow high (dashed red). The plot shows
atomic contrast on G and contrast inversion. (c) Different
repulsive forces between the top-low and top-high sites for
zt < 2.25 Å explain the moiré contrast. Calculations on the bare
Pt(111) surface for these sites (dashed lines and triangles) do not
show any force difference thus signaling that the contrast is due to
the sensing of the Pt substrate through the displaced C atoms
[insets in panel (c)].
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has been proposed that in STM or AFM experiments on
layered materials as graphite, the tips could detach large
areas of the last layer from the underneath substrate
[9,44,45]. This tip-induced detaching could explain our
dissipation signal: during tip approach, G is attached to the
substrate, but, upon tip retraction, G locally adheres to the
tip temporally, inducing a large-scale deformation of
the sheet. This cannot be described with the limited size
of DFT simulation cells which prevent us to include the
effect of (a) a large G area and (b) a macroscopic tip. The
large attractive vdW background induced by a macroscopic
tip adds to the short-range tip-G binding and promotes
global deformations on an area larger than a few nano-
meters (we use global for areas larger than the nanometer
scale in contrast with the local atomic-scale effective area
used in the DFT simulations).
In order to address these shortcomings, we have created a
multiscale model characterized through DFT calculations
that simulates the tip approach-retraction route taking into
account both global and local scales. It includes effective
potentials for the interaction of G with the nanoscopic tip
cluster, the macroscopic tip, and the Pt substrate, as well as
the elastic response of G due to out-of-plane deformations
[see Fig. 4(a)]. The potential has the form
Vðzglobal;zlocal;ztÞ¼Vt-Gðzt−zlocalÞþA1VT-GðzT−zglobalÞ
þA1VglobalPt-G ðzglobal−zPtÞ
þV localPt-GðzlocalÞþVBRðzlocal−zglobalÞ
þA2VE2DðzglobalÞ; ð1Þ
where zlocal is the z coordinate of the G area just under the
tip, and zglobal is the mean z coordinate of the globally
deformed G flake, then zlocal − zglobal measures the local
deformation. As before, zt is the nanoscopic tip-G distance.
zT is the macroscopic tip-G separation (with ztþ
zT ¼ constÞ, and zPt the position of the Pt surface. All
distances are measured with respect to G’s equilibrium
position without the tip [see Fig. 4(a)]. Vt-G describes the
interaction of the nanoscopic apex with G and includes both
vdW and short-range chemical interactions. VT-G and
VglobalPt-G approximate the mean interaction between the
deformed global area of the G sheet and the macroscopic
part of the tip and the Pt substrate, respectively; they
include both dispersion and chemical interactions. VlocalPt-G
effectively takes into account the interaction of the local
area of G with the Pt substrate; i.e., it incorporates in the
model the atomic-scale variations of the G-Pt interaction.
VBR and VE2D describe the energetic response of G to out-
of-plane deformations [46]. Finally, we note that VT-G,
VglobalPt-G , and VE2D interactions depend on the spatial area of
the global deformation. We consider this effect through
parameters A1 and A2 chosen to reproduce the dissipation
energy plateau measured in the experiments.
Figure 4(b) shows the full potential of the model with
respect to the global and local deformations of G and for
different zt. When the tip is far, the system has only one
minimum corresponding to G at its equilibrium position
without the tip. As the tip approaches, both the local and
global deformations slightly increase. At zt ≈ 5.5 Å, a new
local minimum appears at zglobal ≈ 2.5 Å away from the G’s
equilibrium position. As the distance is further reduced, the
two minima start to converge towards each other. At
zt ≈ 3.5 Å, the second minimum becomes the global
minimum but quickly merges with the first one. The
potential profile is summarized in Fig. 4(c) where the
energy vs the reaction coordinate is plotted.
The approach-retract procedure presents two types of
cycles depending on whether the retraction occurs before or
after the energy barrier between the two energy minima
disappears at zt ¼ 3.5 Å. In both cases, as the tip
approaches, the system follows the first solution [left
minimum in Fig. 4(c)]. If the tip retracts before the barrier,
it returns through the first minimum. However, if it retracts
after the barrier, the tip and G adhere, and the system jumps
to the second minimum [right minimum in Fig. 4(c)] and
retracts through this minimum until zt ¼ 5.5 Å, where G
disadheres from the tip, and the system jumps back to the
first minimum. The difference in energy between the
two solutions is 0.8 eV which corresponds to the dis-
sipation plateau, i.e., 0.8 eV=cycle, observed in the
experiments.
FIG. 4. (a) A scheme of the theoretical model which includes a macroscopic and nanoscopic Pt tip, the G surface divided into a local
and global area, and the Pt substrate. For different tip heights, zt, (b) 2D minimization of the potential with respect to the local and global
deformation and (c) energy profile versus the reaction coordinate. Heights are referenced to the equilibrium position of the
G on Pt. (d) Calculated force vs distance curves for the tip approach (solid) and retraction (dashed) in moiré top-high (red)
and top-low (blue) sites.
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In order to further compare with experiments, Fig. 4(d)
shows force vs distance curves simulated with the multi-
scale model. Upon indentation, the shapes of the curves
follow those obtained from DFT (Fig. 3). However, upon
retraction, G adheres to the tip, resulting in a large attractive
force, keeping the separation between the tip apex and the
closest atoms of G near constant, while these atoms
separate from the Pt substrate. Furthermore, the model
confirms contrast on the moiré: force curves for the tip at
high and low moiré positions are different. This comes
from the VlocalPt-G term that captures the small local variations
of Pt-G interaction. The AFM can sense them at the
attractive regime due to the large G deformation induced
by the tip during the retraction. This result confirms that the
sensing of the moiré in the attractive regime is mapping the
local stiffness of G.
In summary, our NC AFM measurements not only
provide atomic contrast, but they are able to resolve the
moiré pattern formed on the very flat G/Pt(111). A
combination of DFT simulations and a multiscale model
designed to capture the subtle interplay between local and
global tip-induced deformations unveils the imaging mech-
anisms. Dissipation is due to the adhesion of G to the apex
upon tip retraction which induces deformations on large-
scale areas of G. This tip-induced deformation appears in
STM and AFM experiments on layered materials. The
contrast in the moiré pattern originates from the small local
differences on the metal-G interaction. They can be
measured by the AFM because the tip displaces the atoms
of the G layer on both the attractive and repulsive regimes.
Therefore, our results show that the AFM experiments on
2D materials can unveil not only the topography of the
sample and its interaction with the tip probe but also
the interaction of the layer with the underneath substrate at
the atomic scale.
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